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L,Introduction
Continuing efforts have been devoted to down scale LSI to

improve the circuit performance and to reduce the chip cost. In
consfructing SoC @ystem gn a ghip), a demand for ulta high-density
embedded SRAM is rising as a replaceme,lrt for embedded DRAM,
since SRAIvI process is highly compauble with LOGIC process. For
miniaturization of CMOS devices, shrinkage of the inter-well
isolation is significant Especially the reduction in tlre n*-p* qpacing
has large impact on SRAM. The dependence oftlre SRAM memory
cell size on the n*-p* spacing is illustatively estimated in Fig. l.
Shrinking the n+f spacing is one ofthe key issues for scaling the
SRAM cell size down to sub-l tm, in 90-nm node.

Retograde well using high-energy ion-implantation is widely
used for CMOS devices [1]. High-enerry ion-implantation is usually
done with the tilt angle around 7' to avoid channeling. This is
because cbanneling ion-implantation causes qpatial rariation witrin a
wafer, since a conventional batch-type implanter has small variation
in the tilt angle across the wafer [2]. Tilted implantation, however,
results in the skew ofthe well boundary due to the encroachment of
deep implantation andthe by thickphotoresist [3]. This
skew ofthe well boundary imposes a limit on inter-well isolation and
small tilt angle implmtation is neededto breakthrough ttre limif kr
this paper, we have studied the application of high-enerry parallel
bam by a single-wafer implanter to retograde well. Feasibility of
q"rtt or zero tilt angle implantation by high-energy parallel beam is
discussd and ib necessity for tlre inter-well isolation of 9O+rm-node
embedded SRAM is demonstated"

2. Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 schematically shows the skew of well boundary causedby

tilted implantation. The effecb ofthis skew on tlre inter-well isolation
characteristics is clearly shown inFig. 3. krFig. 3, sub-half-micron
refrograde well process is used to makp matters clear. Minimum
widthbetweenn*/p* diffirsion andthe well boundary is determined
by the qpacing at which the breakdown voltage degrades to 10 volb.
Eachmeasurementpoint is fittedby a sinusoidal curve for an eye-
guide; note that the sinusoidal curve for n*-n-well qpacing has reveme
p-hase compared with that for p\-well spacing. In device design,
the mrgin betrvwn tre diffirsion and tlre well boundary should be set
against the worst configuration, since it is practically impossible to
limit their direction in a chip. To reduce the amplitude of the
sinusoidal curve and improvethe inter-well isolation, small tiltangle
ifiplantation should be needed-

Fig. 4 shows the sheet resistance and its uniformity within an
8-inch wafer for a conve,lrtional batch-type implanter and a single-
waferparallel beffi implanter. The sheet resistance reduces with the
reduction in the tilt angle since the profile spreads due to the
ctrarrrelling. The batch-t1pe implanter gives poor uniformity for
the small tilt angle, while parallel beam gles qtut uriform doping
profile regarrdless ofthe tilt angle. The parallel beam produces almost
the same doping profile within a wafer even for O'-charmellit g-
implantationas shown inthe SlMsprofiles ofFig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the results of the application of small tilt angle
implantation to sub-half-micron retrograde well process. On
avenge,tlre conventional barch-type implanter andthe parallel beam
implanter give almost the same depende,nce ofn*-n-well isolation
characteristics on the tilt angle; except that the parallel beam is
superior at 0'. This is because the variation in tlre tilt angle of the
batch-type implanter causes only deterioration to the isolation

charac'teristics at 0'. In Fig. 7, contour mErs ofthe sheet resishnce of
n-well and the breakdown voltage of n*-*r-well which has 0.6-pn
spacing are shown. The parallel beam gives no notable distibution
both in the resistance and the breakdown voltage. Note that the
variation in the breakdown voltage includes variations of other
process such as lithography orthe thickness ofthe fieldoxide film.
Both of the maps of the batch-type inplanter show larger variatiorq
and the variation of the tilt angle in the wafer is reflected in the
distibutions both of the sheet resistance and the breakdown voltage.
It should be noted that these variations of a batch-tpe implanter are
hardly improved by the rotational or multistep implant. Parallelism is
quite important in small tilt angle implantation.

kr Fig. 8, small-angle high-enerry parallel beam is applied to
0.15-pm retograde well process. Though the margin betrveen the
source-drain diffision and the wellbormdarymight be setaccording
to operation voltage, it can be seen that O"-implantation improves
punchthrough resistance and the n1-p* spacing can be shrunk by
^0.16 pm compared with the convelrtional 7'-implantatioq which
brings -ls%reduction in the SRAM cell size. Finally the impact of
tilted implantation on MOSFETs near the well boundary is
investigatedby simulation. Fig. 9 illustates 3-D simulation onthe
threshold voltage (Vtn) for NMOSFETs formed around well
bourdary. Variation of Vil,should be considered eqpecially for higb-
density SRAM since the variation is much significant for MOSFETs
with narrow channel width and is irrespective of operating voltage.
hthe case of7"-tilted the ctrarurelregionofMOSFET
strould be 0.2-Um apart from well boundary to avoid the variation of
V*, while Zrr does not vary down to 0.1-pm, in the case of
0'-implantation. In this aspect, small tilt angle implantation is

for 90-nm-node high-density SRAlvI.

3. Conclusions
Advantage of retograde well using higlr-enerry parallel beam has

been experimentally clarified for the fint time. Convelrtional batch-
type implanter requires tilted implantation to zuppress the spatial
variation in a wafer. Tilted implantation, however, imposes a limit on
inter-well isolatiorg since it deteriorates the punchthrough resistance
betwee,lr sor-rcedrain diffirsion andwell, andcauses the variation in
threshold voltage for MOSFETs around well boundary. Parallel
beam by a single-wafer implanter is formd to grve quite uniform
doping profile even for 0"-normal implantation. Small tilt angle
implantation by high-energy parallel beam improves inter-well
isolation by ^O.16 pm compared with the conventional 7"-tilted
implantation, whichbrings -ts%reduction in the SRAM cell size.
This advanced refrograde well technology is indiqpensable for inter-
well isolation of9&nm-node e,nrbedded SRAM with subl-Um2 cel1.
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Fig. l. Dependence ofSRAM cell size
onnT-pr spacing.
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Fig. a(a)-(b). Sheet resistance and its uniformity within 8-inch Wafer
(after 900'C annealing).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of minimum spacing
between well and source*ain diffirsion on
wafer rotation for 7'-tilted implantation
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Fig.7. Contour map of n-well sheet resistance and n+/n-well
breakdown voltage.
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Fig. 9. Simulation on variation of threshold voltage for NMOSFET
around well boundary.
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Fig. 2. Skew ofwell boundary caused by tilted implantation.
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Fig. 5(a)-(b). SIMS profile of parallel beam.
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Fig. 8. Inter-well isolation using small tilt angle implantation
by high-energy parallel beam.
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